Gauge theories can be described by assigning a vector spaceV (x) to each space time point x. A common set of complex numbers,C, is usually assumed to be the set of scalars for all theVx. This is expanded here to assign a separate set of scalars,Cx, toVx. The freedom of choice of bases, expressed by the action of a gauge group operator on theVx, is expanded here to include the freedom of choice of scale factors, cy,x, as elements of GL(1, C) that relateCy toCx. A gauge field representation of cy,x gives two gauge fields, A(x) and i B(x). Inclusion of these fields in the covariant derivatives of Lagrangians results in A(x) appearing as a gauge boson for which mass is optional and B(x) as a massless gauge boson. B(x) appears to be the photon field. The nature of A(x) is not known at present. One does know that the coupling constant of A(x) to matter fields is very small compared to the fine structure constant.
Introduction
The assignment of different vector spaces to different space time points has been used as a framework to describe some physical theories. This approach and the freedom to choose bases in the different spaces [1] has resulted in the development of several different gauge theories, such as QED and QCD. They also play an important role in the standard model [2] .
This approach to gauge theories is based on the use of one common complex number field,C, as the set of scalars for the vector spaces at different points. All vector space operations involving scalars have scalar values inC.
Here a different approach is used in which a separate complex number field, C x , is associated with a vector space,V x , at each space time point x. The scalars in scalar-vector multiplication and scalar products of vectors inH x take values inC x . In the following, vector spaces will be limited to be Hilbert spaces.
Some consequences of this expansion of the usual setup are explored here. The presence of different scalar fields at each point makes it possible to extend the freedom of choice of basis sets in eachH x [1] to include freedom of choice of complex number structuresC x that differ from one another by scaling factors [6, 5] .
A good place to begin is with a description of parallel transformations between Hilbert spaces. Here the use of unitary parallel transform operators U y,x to mapH x ontoH y [3, 4] is expanded to include parallel transform operators F y,x to mapC x ontoC y . Both these operators define what is meant by the same vector and same number value. If ψ y and ψ x are vectors inH y andH x , then ψ y = U y,x ψ x is the same vector inH y as ψ x is inH x . a y = F y,x a x is the same number value inC y as a x is inC x .
If U y,x and F y,x are to include the freedom of choice of bases and of scaling factors, then these operators must each be factored into the product of two operators. This follows from the fact that U y,x cannot be represented by a matrix of numbers or used of elements of a Lie algebra. Similarly F y,x cannot be represented by a analytic function. This is shown in detail in the next section.
The rest of the paper is devoted to exploring consequences of scaling of the complex number fields. The description will be brief as details have been given for complex (and other types of) numbers elsewhere [5] . Also this paper expands on an earlier treatment where the scaling factors were restricted to be real numbers [6] .
Factorization of Parallel Transforms
Factoring unitary parallel transform operators in quantum theory is necessary if one uses the usual representations of unitary operators. However it is not done in practice as it leads to nothing new in the usual treatments. However, for the purposes of this work it is useful to understand the problem as factorization is needed.
LetH x andH y be two n dimensional Hilbert spaces at space time points x, y, and U y,x a unitary operator fromH x ontoH y . As an element of the gauge group, U y,x is supposed to account for the freedom of basis choice [1] between H x andH y .
A problem arises if one attempts to represent U y,x as a matrix of numbers or as the exponential of Lie algebra operators. If U y,x is so represented, then the action of U y,x on a vector inH x is a vector inH x . It is not a vector inH y .
This problem can be solved by representing U y,x as the product of two unitary operators:
V y,x :H x →H x is a map fromH x toH y , and X y,x :H x →H y is a map fromH x toH y . If ψ is a field with vector value, ψ(y), inH y , then V y,x ψ(y) x = X operator fromH x toH y that defines the notion of sameness between the two vector spaces. ψ(y) x = U † y,x ψ(y) is the same vector inH x as ψ(y) is inH y . Here V y,x can be represented by a matrix of numbers or through use of Lie algebra operators. The fact that X y,x cannot be so represented is now not a problem.
If one expands the freedom of basis choice to include the freedom of choice of complex numbers as scalars, then similar problems exist for the complex numbers. As was the case for vector spaces, these problems can be solved by describing a local representation ofC y onC x . This can be done by factoring the parallel transformation operator F y,x :C x →C y into two operators: 
Digression
Here some material is presented to help make the material in the next section easier to understand. The mathematical logical description [7, 8] of different types of mathematical systems as structures is used here. A structure consists of a base set, 1 or more basic operations, 0 or more basic relations, and 1 or more constants. The structures are required to satisfy a set of axioms appropriate for the system type being considered [8] .
For example, a complex number structure is given bȳ
C with an overline denotes a structure. Without an overline, it denotes a base set. The axioms thatC must satisfy are those of an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 [9] . The material in the next section, which is the main part of this paper, is based on the discovery that it is possible to define complex number structures (and structures of any number type) that differ from one another by arbitrary complex scaling factors. For each complex number, c, one can define a structure, C c , on C in which the number value, c, inC is the identity inC c . This scaling of number values betweenC c andC requires compensatory scaling of the basic operations inC c in terms of those inC. The compensatory scaling must be such thatC c satisfies the complex number axioms if and only ifC does. A very simple example of this scaling is quite useful to help in understanding the scaling. LetN be a structure,
for the natural numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · .N satisfies the axioms [10] for the natural numbers.
Consider the even numbers 0, 2, 4, · · · . One would expect these to also be a valid model for the natural number axioms. Here 2 plays the role of the identity. The corresponding structure can be represented bȳ
This is a structure in which any even number, 2n, inN is assigned the value n inN 2 . However, the goal is to give another representation ofN 2 in terms of the basic operations and number valuations inN . This means that the number value 2, inN must have the properties of the identity in the other representation of N 2 . This seems impossible as 2 is not 1. Yet it is possible if one realizes that the axiomatic definition of the number 1 is that it is the multiplicative identity.
It follows that the number value 2 can serve as the multiplicative identity, if one changes the definition of multiplication inN 2 to reflect the scaling. The structureN 2 can now be written as
This shows that addition inN 2 is the same as that inN , but multiplication has changed in that a factor of 2 has been included.
The proof that, with this definition of multiplication, the number value, 2 is the multiplicative identity inN 2 , follows from the equivalences:
The first equation is inN 2 , Eq. 5, the second is inN 2 , Eq. 6, and the third is inN . These equivalences show that, as required, 2 is the multiplicative identity inN 2 if and only if 1 is the multiplicative identity inN . These ideas are applied in the next section to complex number structures where scaling is by a complex number c that depends on space and time. Representation ofC y onC x correspond to the descriptions of both representations ofN 2 relative to that ofN .
The Representation ofC y onC x
In this work, complex number structures are associated with each space time point. For points x, y the structures,C y andC x are given bȳ
Here C y and C x , without over lines are the base sets of the structures, +, −, ×, ÷ are the basic operations, and 0, 1 are constants. The complex conjugation operation, * has been added as it simplifies the development. The subscripts denote structure membership of the operations and constants. BothC x andC y satisfy the axioms for complex numbers [7, 8] .
The structureC c x wherē
is defined to be the local representation ofC y at x. Here the base set, is denoted by C x as it is the same set as that inC x . The relations betweenC x ,C c x , andC y are given byC
It remains to give the explicit description of the structure elements ofC c x in terms of those inC x . Let y = x+νdx be a neighbor point of x. The isomorphism W c x is given by
From this one can describeC c x explicitly bȳ
Here c = c y,x is a complex number inC x that is associated with the link from x to y. Also, the base set C x is the same in bothC One sees from these relations that "correspondence" is distinct from "sameness." The number value inC x that corresponds to a c inC c x is different from the number value inC x that is the same as a c is inC c x . These two concepts coincide if and only if c = 1. This describes the usual case where theC x are all the same and can be replaced by oneC.
Note that a * c
x . This follows from the equivalences
Another aspect of the relation betweenC c x andC x is that one must drop the usual assumption that the elements of the base set, C x , have fixed values, independent of the structure containing the base set. Here the number values associated with the elements of C x , with one exception, depend on the structure containing C x . The element of C x that has value a c inC c x has value ca x inC x . This is different from the element ofC x that has the same value, a x , as a c is in C as a x is inC x . As shown by the lines they are values for different elements of C x . The lines also show that the C x element that has the value a c inC c x , has the value ca x inC x . Subscripts denote structure memberships of the number values.
The one exception is the element of C x that has value 0 inC x . This value is the same in allC 
The corresponding term inC x is obtained by replacing number values, and the implied sum, multiplications, and divisions inC c x by their representations inC x as given in Eq. 10. In this case the j values and j − 1 multiplications in the numerator give a factor of c j−(j−1) = c. This is canceled by a similar c factor in the denominator. The solidus, as a division, contributes a factor of c to give as a final result:
1 Like the physical vacuum which is invariant under all space time translations. 2 The axioms describe a smallest closed algebraic field of characteristic 0.
Here t x is the same term inC x as t c is inC c x . This result extends term by term to convergent power series and thus to analytic functions [12] .
Gauge Fields
As was noted earlier, the above description of the local representation ofC y on C x , as in Eq. 10, is valid for y = x +νdx a neighbor point of x. One would like to extend the description of local representations ofC y onC x for points y distant from x. Also one would like to be able to use the results obtained so far in gauge theories.
These and other considerations suggest that one represent c = c y,x in terms of a complex valued gauge field A(x) + i B(x) :
Both A(x) and B(x) are real valued gauge fields with four space time components A µ (x), B µ (x). This can be used to give an alternate expression for the action of W 
This shows that W c x can be considered to be an element of the gauge group, GL(1, C). To first order in small quantities, one has
For y a neighbor point of x, the scale change factor relating a local representation ofC y toC x is given by ( A(x) + i B(x)) ·νdx.
These results can be used to define a covariant derivative of a complex number valued field, ψ(x) over space time. As is well known [4] , the usual derivative
is not defined as ψ(x+dx µ ) and ψ(x) are in different complex number structures. Subtraction is defined only within structures, not between structures.
This can be solved by replacing ψ(x+dx µ ) with ψ(x+dx
Here F −1 x+dx µ ,x is the parallel transform operator fromC x+dx µ toC x and ψ(x + dx µ ) x is the same number value inC x as ψ(x + dx µ ) is inC x+dx µ . However, this does not take into account the freedom of choice of scaling betweenC x+dx µ andC x . This extends to complex number structures, the freedom of basis choice in vector spaces that is used in gauge theories.
Taking this into account gives the covariant derivative D µ,x where
The use of this in gauge theories will be discussed shortly.
Number Representation at Distant Points
So far the discussion has been pretty much limited to y a neighbor point of x. It needs to be extended to cases where y is distant from x. First consider a two step path x → y → z where y = x +ν 1 ∆ x and z = y +ν 2 ∆ y . ∆ y and ∆ x are small distances with number values inC y andC x respectively. Let a z be a number value inC z . The corresponding number value inC y is c z,y × y a y . Here c z,y is the complex scaling factor on the link from y to z and a y = F −1 z,y a z is the same number value inC y as a z is inC z . The number value inC x that corresponds to c z,y × y a y inC y is given by An expression equivalent to Eq.21 can be obtained by use of Eq. 16. To first order one obtains
(22) Here A(y) x and B(y) x are the same real valued vectors at x as they are at y, 3 and (∆ y ) x has been set equal to ∆ x . The extension to an n step path is straight forward. Let P be an n step path where P (0) = x 0 = x, P (j) = x j , P (n − 1) = x n−1 = y and x j+1 = x j +ν j ∆ xj . Then W y,P
x a x = c is the local representation of a y inC x . Here
The subscript x denotes the fact that all terms in the sum, the sum, and the exponential, are values inC x . An ordering of terms in the product of Eq, 24 is not needed because the different c factors commute with one another. Let P be a continuous path with points parameterized by s. s is a continuous variable from 0 to 1 with P (0) = x, P (1) = y. c P y,x can be expressed in terms of the gauge fields [6] by
The derivative components, [
ds ] x , are the same number values inC x as the dP (s) ds are inC P (s) . An equivalent expression for c P y,x is as a line integral along the path:
The subscript x indicates that the integral is defined inC x .
Space Integrals
The presence of the gauge fields affects space integrals of fields. As a simple example, let Φ(x) be a field where for each x, Φ(x) is a number value inC x . The integral, Φ(y)dy is supposed to be the limit of a sum y Φ(y)∆ y as the cubic volume elements ∆ y → 0. The problem is that the sum is not defined as the elements of the sum are in different complex number structures and addition is not defined between structures. One way to fix this is to select a reference complex number structure, C x , and parallel transform the elements of the sum toC x and then perform the summation and limit. This would give,
The subscript, x on indicates that the integral is defined onC x . Also Φ(y) x and ∆ x are the same number values inC x as Φ(y) and ∆ y are inC y . However, this representation of Φ(y)dy does not include the freedom of choice of scale factors. Inclusion of this freedom into the expression for the integral gives
Here c P y,x is given by Eq. 24. The problem here is the dependence of the integral on the path P from x to y. This would introduce serious problems into the definitions of these integrals as one would have to define some sort of path integral.
This problem can be avoided if the gauge fields A(x) and B(x) are integrable. 4 In this case c P y,x is independent of P and depends on x and y only.
where
At present it is not known if either A or B are integrable or not. Future work should help to decide this question.
Other Mathematical Systems
So far the effect of choice freedom of scaling factors has been limited to complex number structures. One would expect it to also effect other mathematical systems that are based on numbers. Vector spaces are examples as they are closed under scalar vector multiplication. If they are normed spaces, then the norms are scalars.
Here Hilbert spaces are considered as examples of vector spaces. As noted in the introduction, the setup considered here consists of an assignment of a Hilbert space structure and a complex number structure,H x ,C x to each space time point.C x is the set of scalars forH x . H x andH y are given bȳ
H x and H y denote base sets, · and +, − denote scalar vector multiplication and linear superposition, and −, − denotes scalar product. The subscripts x, y denote structure membership. Also ψ y is the same vector value inH y and ψ x is inH x . ψ x , ψ x are to be distinguished from ψ(y) which is a field.
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As was noted in Section 2H y andH x are related by a unitary parallel transform operator U y,x whereH y = U y,xHx . If ψ x is a vector value inH x , then ψ y = U y,x ψ x is the same vector value inH y as ψ x is inH x .
The freedom of basis choice [1] in gauge theories [4] , applied here requires the factorization of U y,x into two factors as in Eq. 1. This can be used to define a local representation,H V x , ofH y onH x bȳ
Here
is the local representation of ψ y at x. This takes account of the freedom of basis choice but not the freedom of scaling choice for the scalar fields. This can be accounted for by defining the Hilbert space structure,H cV x , for whichC c x , Eq. 8, is the scalar field structure. HereH
is the local representation ofH y at x. As was the case for complex number structures one needs to give a specific representation of the operations and vector values ofH 
This representation ofH cV x is referred to as the local representation ofH y on H x . The scalar field for this representation isC c x , given by Eq. 11. It follows that the local representation, inH x , of a vector ψ(y) inH y is given by
Here ψ(y)
y,x ψ(y) is the same vector inH x as ψ(y) is inH y . The appearance of c in the denominator of the scalar vector multiplication follows from the following equivalences:
These show that, as required, φ For the scalar product in Eq. 35 the equivalences are:
If |cV φ x c inH cV x becomes cV |φ x x inH x , then
Eqs. 38 and 39 show that a c = φ The presence of the gauge fields affects derivatives of fields. Let ψ be a matter field where ψ(x) is an element ofH x . The usual derivative
does not make sense because subtraction is not defined between different vector spaces. One way to cure this is to replace ∂ µ,x with ∂ ′ µ,x where
However, this does not take account of the freedom of choice of scaling introduced here or the freedom of basis choice. This is accounted for by replacing ψ(x + dx µ ) x by the local representation of ψ(x + dx µ ) inH x as given by Eq. 36. This gives the expression for the covariant derivative
Gauge Theories
As is well known, physical Lagrangians include a covariant derivative. Examples include the Klein Gordon and Dirac Lagrangians:
and
The usual treatment uses Eq. 42 as an expression for the covariant derivative with c y,x = 1 everywhere. As such it is a special case of the setup described here. Inclusion of the freedom of scaling choice described here results in use of Eq. 42 for the covariant derivative in Lagrangians. In this case the usual gauge group for an n dimensional vector space space is expanded from U (n) to GL(1, C) × SU (n). Here c x+dx µ ,x belongs to GL(1, C) and V x+dx µ ,x belongs to SU (n). Note that the U (1) factor of U (n) is not present as it is already included in GL(1, C). This will be discussed more later on.
The replacement of U (n) by GL(1, C) × SU (n) has consequences for both Abelian and nonabelian gauge theories. For Abelian theories the gauge group is GL(1, C). For these theories, replacement of c x+dx µ ,x by its Lie algebra representation, Eq.14, and expansion to first order gives Eq. 20 which is repeated here:
Coupling constants g R and g I have been added to the A(x) and B(x) fields. One now imposes the requirement that terms in the Lagrangians are limited to those that are invariant under global and local gauge transformations [2] . For Abelian theories, global gauge transformations have the form where Λ(x) depends on x through the x dependence of φ(x).
One replaces ψ(x) in the Lagrangians with ψ ′ (x) = Λ(x)ψ(x) and examines the terms for invariance. Since (ψ ′ ) † (x)ψ ′ (x) = ψ † ψ(x), terms of this form remain. For terms involving the derivative one follows the standard procedure [15] . Invariance under local gauge transformations requires that Finally it is worth noting that the space time scaling of complex, (and other types [5] of) numbers described here may be a good approach to developing a coherent theory of physics and mathematics together [16, 17] . Clearly there is much work to do.
